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Let k be a number field and O its ring of integers. Let G be the dihedral groupk
w x w x Ž .of order 8. Let M be a maximal O -order in k G containing O G and C l Mk k
Ž .its class group. We denote by R M the set of realizable classes, that is, the set of
Ž .classes c g C l M such that there exists a Galois extension Nrk at most tamely
ramified, with Galois group isomorphic to G and the class of M m O equal toO wG x Nk
Ž .c, where O is the ring of integers of N. In this article we prove that R M is aN
Ž .subgroup of C l M provided that k and the fourth cyclotomic field of Q are
linearly disjoint, and the class number of k is odd. To this end we will solve an
embedding problem connected with Steinitz classes of Galois extensions. In addi-
tion, for any k with odd class number, we show that the set of Steinitz classes of
tame dihedral extension of k is the full class group of k. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF
MAIN RESULTS
Throughout this article, if F is a number field, we denote by O its ringF
Ž .of integers and C l F its class group.
Let k be a number field and G a finite group. Let M be a maximal
w x w x Ž w x. Ž Ž ..O -order in k G containing O G . Let C l O G resp. C l M be thek k k
w x Ž . Ž w x. Ž Ž ..class group of O G resp. M . We denote by R O G resp. R M thek k
Ž w x. Žset of realizable classes, that is, the set of classes c g C l O G resp.k
Ž ..C l M such that there exists a Galois extension Nrk at most tamely
Ž .ramified i.e., tame , with Galois group isomorphic to G and the class
Ž . Ž w x.of O resp. M m O equal to c. it is known that C l O G ;N O wG x N kk
Ž w x. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž w x.C l 8 O G resp. C l M ; C l 8 M see M1, Prop. 1.2.1 , wherek
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Ž w x. Ž Ž .. Ž w x.C l 8 O G resp. C l 8 M is the kernel of the morphism C l O G “k k
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. w xC l k resp. C l M “ C l k induced by the augmentation O G “ Ok k
Ž .resp. M “ O . The results of McCulloh lead to the following conjecture.k
Ž w x. Ž w x.Conjecture 1. R O G is a subgroup of C l 8 O G .k k
A difficulty coming from local units of group rings arises when we
Žattempt to prove this conjecture see the proof of Frohlich's conjectureÈ
w x.in T . An approach toward circumventing this difficulty is to study the
following weak conjecture.
Ž . Ž .Conjecture 2. R M is a subgroup of C l 8 M .
We point out that a consequence of the proof of one of these conjec-
Žtures would be a solution to the inverse problem of Galois theory see
w x.Se1 by a new method coming from the study of question concerning the
Galois module structure of algebraic integers. This indicates the deep
nature of these questions, which is of course already clear from the close
links between Galois module structure and invariants arising from Artin
Ž w x.L-functions see F1, T .
The case k s Q and G realizable as a Galois group of Q is well known.
Ž w x. Ž w x.Conjecture 1 is true see T ; more precisely the order of R Z G is a
power of 2, and furthermore it is trivial if G has no symplectic character
Ž . Ž .for instance, if G is abelian or of odd order . The set R M is always
Ž w x.trivial see F1, corollary of Theorem 6, pp. 40]41 .
w xIf k is any number field and G is abelian, McCulloh M2 proved
Conjecture 1 by means of a ``Stickelberger map.''
The main purpose of this article is to study Conjecture 2 in the
nonabelian situation, in the case G s D the dihedral group of order 8. For4
w xprevious work toward Conjecture 2 see So2, So3, So4 .
In Section 3 we will prove the following result.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that the class number of k is odd and that k is
Ž . 2 Ž .linearly disjoint from Q i , where i s y1. Then R M is the subgroup
Ž . Ž . Ž .4C l 8 M . In this case C l 8 M ( C l k .
Now, recall the definition of Steinitz class. Let GrF be a finite exten-
sion of number fields of degree n. One knows that there exists an ideal I
of O such that the O -module O is isomorphic to O ny1 [ I. The classF F G F
Ž .of I in C l F is called the Steinitz class of the extension GrF or of OG
Ž w x.see FT, Theorem 13, p. 95 .
w 4As we have seen in So1, So2, So4 , when we attempt to study Conjec-
ture 2, we are faced with the embedding problem connected with the
problem of studying Steinitz classes.
In Section 3 we shall prove the following two theorems.
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Ž . Ž .3THEOREM 1.2. Let k be a number field. Then for all c , c , c g C l k ,1 2 3
there exist three tame quadratic extensions k rk, 1 F i F 3, such that for eachi
i the Steinitz class of k rk is equal to c , and the compositum of the extensionsi i
k rk is a biquadratic extension which can be embedded in a tame dihedrali
extension Nrk of degree 8.
THEOREM 1.3. Let k be a number field. Then:
Ž . Ž .i The set of elements of C l k formed by the Steinitz classes of tame
Ž .quadratic resp. biquadratic extensions embeddable in tame dihedral exten-
Ž .sions Nrk of degree 8 is the full group C l k .
Ž .ii If the class number of k is odd, then the set of Steinitz classes of
Ž .tame dihedral extensions of k of degree 8 is the group C l k .
Ž . Ž .Remark 1. Let R O be the set of classes c g C l k such that therek
exists a tame Galois extension Nrk with Galois group isomorphic to G
and c is the Steinitz class of Nrk. It is clear that Conjecture 1 implies the
Ž .following conjecture forget the action of G .
Ž . Ž .Conjecture 3. R O is a subgroup of C l k .k
Then this conjecture is true when G is abelian and could be a step
wtoward Conjecture 1. For previous work in this direction see So1, Ca1,
xCa2 .
wRemark 2. In this paper, we have analogous results to those in So1,
xSo2 . For the convenience of the reader, although some proofs are similar
to those for the quaternion case, we will attempt to give sufficient details
in order to help the reader to understand the similarities and differences
between the quaternion and dihedral cases.
2. STEINITZ CLASSES
We begin by fixing some notation which will be in force throughout this
article.
Ž .Let GrF be a finite extension of number fields. We denote by D GrF
Ž Ž . . Žresp. D GrF , resp. N , resp. Tr the discriminant resp. different,G r F G r F
. Ž .resp. norm map, resp. trace map of GrF, and C l O the Steinitz classGF
Ž .of GrF in C l F .
If p is a prime ideal of O , ¤ denotes the p-adic valuation. For a g F=F p
aŽ . Ž .such that ¤ a s 0, denotes the generalized Legendre symbol. For ap p
= Ž . Ž wplace ¤ of F and for a, b g F , a, b is the local symbol see Se2, Chap.¤
x.XIV, case n s 2 .
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Ž . ŽFor a cycle C of F, C l F, C denotes the ray class group modulo C see
w x. Ž . Ž .N1, p. 98 . When C s O , we have C l F, C s C l F . The class of aF
Ž . Ž .fractional ideal I of O in C l F, C is denoted by C l I . The cycleF
Ł s , where s runs through the real embeddings of k, is denoted bys Žk .; R
C .‘
We recall the notation of congruence mod* of class field theory: let
C s C C be a cycle of F, where C divides C and C is an integral ideal1 0 0 ‘ 1
= Ž . <of O , and let a g F . Then a ’ 1 mod* C if and only if, for all s CF 0
< Ž . Ž . Ž .and p C , we have s a ) 0 and ¤ a y 1 G ¤ C .1 p p 1
Now we recall a well-known result. Let F ; G ; H be a tower of
w xnumber fields and H : G the degree of HrG. Then
w xH : G1.1 D HrF s D GrF N D HrGŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G r F
and
w xH : G1.2 C l O s C l O N C l O .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H G G r F HF F G
ŽŽ . Ž .1.1 is an immediate consequence of the transitivity of the different; 1.2
w x.is Theorem 4.1 in F2 .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let k be a number field. Let Nrk be a tame Galois
extension whose Galois group is isomorphic to D , Krk its biquadratic4
subextension, and k rk its quadratic subextension such that Nrk is cyclic of1 1
degree 4. Then
3 y241 D Nrk s D Krk J D k rk ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .where J is an integral ideal of O , square free and relati¤ely prime to D Krk ;k
more precisely we ha¤e
y12 D NrK s D Krk J D k rk O .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 K
Ž .Proof. 1 Let p be a prime ideal of O which we suppose is ramifiedk
in Nrk. Let k rk, 1 F i F 3, be the three quadratic subextensions of Krki
and P a prime ideal of O above p.i k i
If p is unramified in Krk, since Nrk is cyclic of degree 4 and P is1 1
Ž Ž .. w Ž .xunramified in Krk , we have ¤ D Nrk s 2 by So1, Prop. 4.1 i ,1 P 11
Ž Ž .. Ž .whence ¤ D Nrk s 4 by 1.1 .p
Now, assume p is ramified in Krk. If p is unramified in k rk, then P1 1
Ž w x.is ramified in Krk see So1, Prop. 3.1 ; since Nrk is cyclic,1 1
Ž Ž .. w Ž .x Ž Ž .. Ž .¤ D Nrk s 3 by So1, Prop. 4.1 1 , whence ¤ D Nrk s 6 by 1.1 .P 1 p1
Ž wIf p is ramified in k rk, it is unramified in k rk or k rk see So1,1 2 3
x. Ž . ŽProp. 3.1 . Suppose for instance p is unramified in k rk. Then as2
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.above P is unramified in Krk . Since Nrk is biquadratic, we have2 2 2
Ž Ž .. w x Ž Ž .. Ž .¤ D Nrk s 2 by So1, Prop. 3.1 , whence ¤ D Nrk s 4 by 1.1 .P 2 p2
Ž Ž .. Žw x.Using ¤ D Krk s 2 if p is ramified in Krk So1, Prop. 3.1 , wep
Ž .obtain 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž Ž ..2 By 1.1 , D Nrk s D Krk N D NrK , whenceK r k
Ž . 4 Ž .y2 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..D Krk J D k rk s N D NrK by 1 , and N D NrK s1 K r k K r k
Ž Ž . Ž .y1 . Ž .N D Krk J D k rk . The assertion 2 is then clear.K r k 1
PROPOSITION 2.2. With the hypotheses and notation of Proposition 2.1, we
ha¤e
y23 2C l O s C l O C l J C l O .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N K kk k k 1
Ž . Ž .2 Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Proof. Since C l O s C l O N C l O see 1.2 , to getN K K r k Nk k K
the result it suffices to prove
y22N C l O s C l O C l J C l O .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K r k N K kK k k 1
Ž 1r2 .Let M g K, m g k, 1 F i F 3, such that N s K M and k si i
Ž 1r2 .k m rk are the quadratic subextensions of K. Since NrK is a tamei
Ž .2 Ž . Ž .quadratic extension, we may write MO s I M D NrK , where I M isK
Ž w x. Ž .a fractional ideal of O see So1, Prop. 2.2 . Put D s D k rk andK i i
Ž .D , D the g.c.d. of D , D . Then1 2 1 2
2y1 y1 2N M O s N I M D D D , D D J ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K r k k K r k 1 2 1 2 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . 4 y2 Ž Ž ..because N D NrK s D Krk J D Proposition 2.1 2 andK r k 1
Ž . Ž Ž .y1 .2 Žw x.D Krk s D D D , D So1, Prop. 3.1 . On the other hand, using1 2 1 2
the fact that Nrk is Galois and Nrk is cyclic of degree 4, we check easily1
Ž . 2 Ž .that there exists x g k such that N M s m x , whence N M s1 K r k 2 K r k1
Ž Ž ..2m N x . Therefore2 k r k1
y1 y1 2m N x O s N I M D D D , D D J .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 k r k k K r k 1 2 1 2 11
Ž Ž .y1 . Ž . Žw x. Ž Ž .y1 .Since C l D D D , D s C l O So1, Prop. 3.2 , C l I M s1 2 1 2 Kk
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž w x.C l O and C l D s C l O see So1, Prop. 2.2 , we haveN 1 kK k 1
y22N C l O s C l O C l J C l O .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K r k N K kK k k 1
Now we are ready to prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
Ž . Ž .3Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let c , c , c g C l k and let p be a prime1 2 3
y1 Ž . Ž .ideal of O relatively prime to 2O such that c c c s C l p in C l k .k k 1 2 3
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Ž . Ž .The canonical surjection from C l k onto C l k, C 4O and the‘ k
Ž wDirichlet density theorem for ray class groups see N1, Theorem 6.2, p.
x. y1131 allow us to assert: there exist a fractional ideal I of O in c such1 k 1
Ž . Ž .that C l I g C l k, C 4O and a prime ideal p of O relatively prime1 ‘ k 1 k
Ž . Ž 2 .y1 Ž .to 2p such that C l p s C l I p in C l k, C 4O . Therefore, there1 1 ‘ k
exists m g k= such that1
y12m O s I pp , m ’ 1 mod* C 4O , c s C l I .Ž . Ž .1 k 1 1 1 ‘ k 1 1
Ž 1r2 .Since the extension k m rk is contained in the ray class field modulo1
Ž Ž 1r2 . . Ž .4pp , we have Gal k m rk ( C l k, 4pp rW *, where W * s1 1 1
Ž Ž Ž 1r2 . .. Ž 1r2 .1r2N C l k m , 4pp . k m rk is ramified at p , so it is notkŽm .r k 1 1 11
contained in the ray class field modulo 4p , whence N 1r21 kŽm .r k1
Ž Ž Ž 1r2 . .. Ž . wC l k m , 4p s C l k, 4p by a similar argument to that in W,1 1 1
x Ž .Theorem 10.1, p. 400 . One deduces a surjection from W * onto C l k, 4p1
Ž . Ž .using the canonical surjections from C l k, 4pp onto C l k, 4p and1 1
Ž Ž Ž 1r2 . ..1r2W * onto N C l k m , 4p .kŽm .r k 1 11
Ž . Ž .Choose a prime ideal q of O such that C l q g W * and C l p sk
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .C l q in C l k, 4p . Let a g k satisfy pq s aO , a ’ 1 mod* 4p .1 k 1
Let I be a fractional ideal of O relatively prime to 4pp in cy1. Then2 k 1 2
Ž .2C l I g W *. Let p be a prime ideal of O which does not divide m O2 2 k 1 k
Ž . Ž 2 .y1and such that C l p s C l I q in W *; i.e., there exists b g k such2 2
2 Ž .that bO s I qp and b ’ 1 mod* 4pp . Put m s ab. Thenk 2 2 1 2
m O s I 2 pp , m ’ 1 mod* 4p ;Ž .2 k 2 2 2 1
m1Ž . Ž .furthermore s 1 because C l p g W*.2p2
Ž 1r2 1r2 .Let K s k m , m . We check easily that Krk is a tame biquadratic1 2
Ž wextension. The following assertion is well known see, for instance, G,
x.Prop. 3.10 : Krk is embeddable in a dihedral extension of k of degree 8
ŽŽ .1r2 .which is cyclic over k m m if and only if, for all places ¤ of k,1 2
) m , m s 1.Ž . Ž .1 2 ¤
Ž .Let ¤ be an archimedian place of k. If ¤ is complex then m , m s 11 2 ¤
Ž .by definition. If ¤ is real, m , m s 1 because m is totally positive.1 2 ¤ 1
From now on, assume ¤ is a finite place ¤ s p9, where p9 is a prime
ideal of O .k
If p9 lies above 2 and e is its absolute ramification index, the congru-
Ž . Ž .ence satisfied by m implies ¤ m y 1 G ¤ 4O s 2 e. Therefore there1 p 9 1 p 9 k
Ž . Ž .a¤ p 9Žm1. Ž wexists a g Z such that m , m s y1 see Se2, Chap. XV, Prop.1 2
x. Ž . Ž .6, p. 230 . Since ¤ m is even, we have ) .p 9 1
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Ž .If p9 is not above 2 and does not equal p , p , p , we have ) because1 2
Ž . Ž .¤ m and ¤ m are even.p 9 1 p 9 2
Ž .If p9 s p , by the congruence satisfied by m , ¤ m is even and the1 2 p 21
Ž .class of m in the residue field is equal to 1, whence m , m s 1.2 1 2 p1
Ž . Ž .Assume p 9 s p . Since ¤ m s 0, we have m , m2 p 1 1 2 p2 2ŽN Žp .y1.r2k r Q 2s m , where m is the class of m in the residue field.1 1 1
m1Ž . Ž .Therefore m , m s by the definition of the generalized Legendre1 2 p2
m1Ž . Ž .symbol. We have ) because s 1.
p2
Ž .If p9 s p , ) is true owing to the product formula.
We conclude that Krk is embeddable in a dihedral extension of k of
w xdegree 8 which we can choose to be tamely ramified by N2, Theorem 6.6 .
w x Ž . Ž .1r2 1r2Now, by So1, Prop. 2.2 , c s C l O and c s C l O ,1 kŽm . 2 kŽm .k k1 2
w Ž .x Ž . Ž .y11r2and, by So1, Prop. 3.2 i , C l O s c c C l p s c . ThiskŽŽm m . . 1 2 3k 1 2
completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Ž . ŽProof of Theorem 1.3. i The first part involving tame quadratic
.tensions is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2. Now, let c g
Ž .C l k . In the notation of Theorem 1.2, put c s c, c s c s 1. Then1 2 3
Ž . w Ž .x Ž .C l O s c c c s c by So1, Prop. 3.2 2 . This ends the proof of i .K 1 2 3k
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let c g C l k . By i there exists a tame biquadratic extension
Krk that embeds in a dihedral extension Nrk of degree 8 such that
Ž .C l O s c. Let k rk be the quadratic subextension of Krk such thatK 1k
Ž . Ž .Nrk is cyclic of degree 4. Put c s C l O . Recall that D Nrk s1 1 kO 1k
Ž .3 4 Ž .y2 Ž .D Krk J D k rk Proposition 2.1 .1
Ž Ž ..y1Since the class number of k is odd, cC l J c is a square. There-1
Ž 1r2 .fore, three exists a tame quadratic extension k m rk, which can be
Ž Ž Ž 1r2 . ..chosen arithmetically disjoint from Nrk, such that C l D k m rk s
Ž Ž ..y1cC l J c . Indeed, choose a fractional ideal I of O relatively prime1 k
Ž y2 . Ž Ž ..y1to 4O so that C l I s cC l J c ; by the Dirichlet density theoremk 1
Ž . Ž .in C l k, 4O , there exist a prime p of O relatively prime to D Nrkk k
= 2 Ž . wand m g k such that mO s I p and m ’ 1 mod* 4O ; by So1, Prop.k k
x Ž 1r2 . Ž Ž 1r2 . .2.2 , k m rk is a tame quadratic extension with D k m rk s p.
Ž 1r2 .Let M g K be such that N s K M . By elementary group-theoreti-
Ž 1r2 .cal considerations, the compositum of N and k m contains a dihedral
ŽŽ .1r2 .extension N9 s K Mm of k of degree 8 that is cyclic over k . Clearly1
N9rk is tame. Put
y12MO s I9 D Krk J D k rk ,Ž . Ž .K 1
Ž w x.where I9 is a fractional ideal of O see So1, Prop. 2.2 . ThenK
2 y1mMO s II9 D Krk J D k rk pO ,Ž . Ž . Ž .K 1 K
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Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .where D Krk J D k rk p is square free and therefore equals D N9rK1
Ž w x.since N9rK is tame see So1, Prop. 2.2 . It follows from Propositions 2.1
and 2.2 that
3 4 y2
D N9rK s D Krk J p D k rkŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
and
23 y2C l O s C l O C l J C l p cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .N 9 K 1k k
2y13 y2s c cC l J c C l J c s c.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 1
This ends the proof.
3. GALOIS MODULE STRUCTURE
The notion of the Frohlich]Lagrange resolvent is a fundamental tool forÈ
Ž wstudying the problem of realizable classes see F1, Chap. I, Sect. 4, pp.
x .28]29 for its definition . In the following discussion, if GrF is a finite
Ž .Galois extension of number fields and p is an isomorphism from Gal GrF
to a group G, then any character x of G induces a character x (p of
Ž .Gal GrF which we will also denote by x . To denote the Frohlich]È
² :Lagrange resolvent , x (p with respect to GrF, we use the symbolG r F
² : ² :, x or simply , x if no confusion arises. If g g G, we shall alsoG r F
y1Ž . Ž .denote p g g Gal GrF simply by g .
Ž .Let k be a number field. Assume that k and Q i are linearly disjoint.
w xThe decomposition of the semisimple algebra k D as a product of simple4
algebras is
w x 4k D ( k = M k ,Ž .4 2
Ž . Ž wwhere M k is the set of 2 = 2 matrices with coefficients in k see Cu,2
Ž . x7.39 , example, p. 161 ; the same argument works when we replace Q by k
Ž ..since k is linearly disjoint from Q i . Therefore
5 4C l M ( C l k and C l 8 M , C l k .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
²The dihedral group D is defined by the presentation D s s , t :4 4
4 2 y1:s s 1, t s 1, tst s s . It has five absolutely irreducible characters
Ž w Ž . x.which are already defined over k see Cu, 10.11 , p. 234 :
v x the trivial character,0
v Ž .x resp. x , resp. x a nontrivial character of degree 1 whose1 2 3
² : Ž ² 2: ² 2:.kernel is the subgroup s resp. t , s , resp. ts , s ,
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v x a character of degree 2 induced by a character w of order 4 of4
² : D4the subgroup s : x s Ind w.4 ²s :
Now, let Nrk be a tame Galois extension whose Galois group is
w xisomorphic to D . Let a be a basis of the k D -module N. According to4 4
Ž w x.the Frohlich description see F1 , the class of O has the componentsÈ N
² :² :y1y s C l O , x a, x , 0 F i F 4,Ž .i N i i
Ž .5in C l k .
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let k rk, 1 F i F 3, be the three quadratic subexten-i
² : ² 2: ² 2:sions of N which are the fixed fields of s , t , s , ts , s , respecti¤ely.
Let c , 1 F i F 3, be the Steinitz classes of k rk. Let J be the ideal of Oi i k
Ž .5defined in Proposition 2.1. Then the components of the class of O in C l kN
y1 Ž . Ž .are y s 1; y s c for 1 F i F 3; y s c c c C l J if Nrk and k i rk0 i i 4 2 3 1
are linearly disjoint and the class number of k is odd.
wProof. To calculate y , 0 F i F 3, we proceed as in the proof of So2,i
xProp. 2.1 . Using the definition of the Frohlich]Lagrange resolvent, weÈ
obtain easily
v
y1 y1² :² : Ž . Ž .if i s 0, O , x a, x s Tr a Tr O ;N 0 0 Nr k Nr k N
v if i s 1, 2, or 3,
y1y1² :² :O , x a, x s Tr O , x Tr a , x ,² : ² :Ž . Ž .N i i Nr k N i Nr k ik rk k rki ii I
Ž .where on the right-hand side x is considered as a character of Gal k rk .i i
Ž . Ž . ŽSince Tr O s O and Tr O s O because Nrk and NrkNr k N k Nr k N k ii i
. Ž . w Ž .xare tame , and Tr a is a basis of the k Gal k rk -module k , we haveNr k i iiw Ž .y s 1 and by So5, Theoreme 2.2 and Theoreme 2.3 case l s 2 ; So1,Â Á Â Á0
xProp. 2.2 y s c .i i
wNow, for the computation of y we will proceed as in So2, Props.4
x2.2]2.4 .
Ž .Since N and k i are linearly disjoint extensions of k, we may identify
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .Gal N i r i with Gal Nrk and Gal N i rN with Gal k i rk s
 4 Ž . Ž .s , s , where s i s i and s i s yi. We piont out that Nrk is cyclic1 3 1 3 1
of degree 4.
w² :xLet b be a basis of the k s -module N. We check easily that, for all1
Ž² : . Ž .² : ² :x g N, s x, w s w s x, w . We deduce that O , w rNr k Nr k Nr kN1 1 1
² : Ž .b, w is a fractional ideal of k i .Nr k 11
Ž . Ž Ž ..Let F: C l k “ C l k i be the homomorphism that assigns to the
class of a fractional ideal I of O the class of the extended ideal IO .k kŽ i.
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w xBy copying the proofs of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 in So2 , we obtain the
Ž . Ž . Ž .following assertions 3.1 and 3.2 and 3.3 , respectively,
² : ² :3.1 F y s N C l O , w r b , w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Nr k Nr k4 k Ž i.r kŽ i. N 1 11
4 24² :3.2 b , w O s I w Q J w J w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Nr k k Ž i. 4 1 21 1
Ž . Ž .where Q s s q 3s a Stickelberger element , I w is a fractional ideal of4 1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .k i , and J w and J w are square free integral ideals of O and O ,1 2 1 k k Ž i.1 1
Ž . Ž .respectively, uniquely determined by b, such that J w , J w , and1 2
Ž Ž ..s J w are pairwise relatively prime.3 1
y1² : ² :3.3 C l O , w r b , w s C l I w .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Nr k Nr kN 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreover, the proof of 3.2 and 3.3 tells us more about J w , namely,2
3 23.4 D Nrk s D Krk J w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2
w x Ž .Now, we follow the proof of So2, Prop. 2.4 . It follows from 3.2 that
44 44² :N b , w O s N I w N J w N J w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Nr KŽ .k Ž i.r k k k Ž i.r k k Ž i.r k 1 k r k 211 1 1 1
Ž . ² : ² :Since k rk and k i rk are linearly disjoint and b, w s b, wNr k Nr k1 31 1
Ž² :4 . 4g k , we have N b, w s l where l g k, whenceNr k1 k Ž i.r k 11
lO s N I w N J w N J w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .k k Ž i.r k k Ž i.r k 1 k r k 21 1 1
Ž . Ž .Using 3.1 and 3.3 , we show that
y2 s C l N J w C l N J w .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .4 k Ž i.r k 1 k r k 21 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .By Kummer theory we have D Krk O s s q s J w see 1 in the1 k Ž i. 1 3 11w x.proof of So2, Prop. 2.3 . Hence
N J w s N D Krk .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k Ž i.r k 1 k r k 11 1
Ž . Ž .Put D s D k rk and let D , D be the g.c.d. of D , D . Recall thati i 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .3 4 y2 Ž . Ž .D Nrk s D Krk J D Proposition 2.1 . On the other hand, D Nrk1
4 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y1s D N D Nrk by 1.1 . Using 3.4 , D Krk s D D , D O ,1 k r k 1 1 2 1 2 k1 1
Ž .y2 Ž w x.and D s D D D , D see So1, Prop. 3.1 , we obtain3 1 2 1 2
N J w s J 2 ;Ž .Ž .k r k 21
Ž .in other words, J w s JO . We conclude that2 k1
2y1 2 y1 22y s C l D D , D C l J s C l D C l D C l D C l J .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .4 2 1 2 2 3 1
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Ž . 2 Ž wTo complete the proof, we use the assertions C l D s c see So1, Prop.i i
x.3.3 and the hypothesis that the class numbfer of k is odd.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We reason as in the proof of the main result of
w x Ž w x.So2 see the end of Sect. 2 in So2 .
Ž . Ž .4We may identify R M with a subset of C l k . In the sequel we shall
Ž .4 Ž .prove that C l k ; R M .
Ž . Ž .4Let x , x , x , x g C l k . By Theorem 1.2, there exist three tame1 2 3 4
Ž .quadratic extensions k rk, 1 F i F 3, such that C l O s c and thei k ik i
compositum of the extensions k rk is a biquadratic extension Krk whichi
can be embedded in a tame dihedral extension Nrk of degree 8; further-
Ž .more, we can choose N such that Nrk and k i rk are linearly disjoint
Ž .see the proof of Theorem 1.2 . We assume that Nrk is cyclic of degree1
Ž . Ž .3 4 Ž .y24; therefore D Nrk s D Krk J D k rk . Now, we proceed as in the1
Ž . Ž .proof of Theorem 1.3 ii see Section 2 . Since the class number of k is
Ž Ž ..y1odd, x x x C l J x is a square. Therefore, there exists a tame4 2 3 1
quadratic extension k9rk, arithemtically disjoint from Nrk, such that
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..y1C l D k9rk s x x x C l J x . The compositum of N and k9 con-4 2 3 1
tains a tame dihedral extension N9rk of degree 8 such that K ; N9, and
Ž . Ž .3Ž Ž . .4 Ž .y2we have D N9rk s D Krk D k9rk J D k rk . With the notation1
Ž .of Proposition 3.1, the component y of O in C l k is4 N 9
y1 Ž Ž .. Ž .x x x C l D k9rk C l J s x and y s x , 1 F i F 3, which completes2 3 1 4 i i
the proof.
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